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Abstract: An artificial neural network (ANN) based models has been formulated for investigation  and 

prediction of the relationship between various machining process parameters and the power consumption 

during turning of material such as En8, En1A, S.S.304, Brass and Aluminium. The input parameters of the 

ANN model are the cutting tool parameters, machine specification, work piece parameters, environmental 

parameters and the cutting process parameters. The output parameter of the model is power consumed 

during the turning process. The model consists of a three layered feed forward back propagation neural 

network. The network is trained with pairs of inputs/outputs database generated when machining of 

ferrous and nonferrous material. A very superior performance of the neural network, in terms of conformity 

with experimental data, was achieved. The model can be used for the analysis and prediction of the 

multifaceted relationship between input and output parameter. This paper presents the ANN model for 

predicting the power consumption performance measure in the machining process by considering the 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) as the essential technique for measuring power consumption. Utilization of 

ANN-based modeling is also presented to show the required fundamental elements for predicting power 

consumption in the turning process. In order to investigate how competent the ANN technique is at 

estimating the prediction value for power consumption, a real machining experiment is performed in this 

study. In the experiment, more than 200 samples of data concerned with turning process using field data 

based approach of experimentation. It was found that the 13–10–1 network structure gave the best ANN 

model in predicting the power consumption value  
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1. Introduction 

Machining is a most important manufacturing process and wide application in the modern technology. 

The aim of present study is to develop an effective and easy approach based on field data to decide the 

strengths and weakness of the exisisting process. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been used by various 

researchers to understand and effectively implement the ANN tool in various field of engineering. A 

multipass turning optimization by using genetic algorithm (GA) (A. Belloufi et.al., 2013)   to minimize 

the production cost under a set of machining constraints. The convergence characteristics and robustness 

of the presented method have been explored through comparisons with results reported in literature. The 
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obtained results indicate that the hybrid genetic algorithm by using a sequential quadratic programming 

was effective compared to other techniques carried out by different researchers. From the experimental 

findings, it was cleared that the hybrid GA-SQP can achieve much better results than other approaches. The 

present method was a generalized solution method so that it can be easily employed to consider the 

optimization models of turning regarding various objectives and constraints. In the machining models, no 

specific work piece and tool was identified. Therefore, the solution approach can be used with any work 

piece for turning optimization problems.  

The artificial neural network (ANN) tool has been used (Gaitonde et.al., 2011)  in the  performance 

analysis of conventional and wiper ceramic inserts in hard turning .The two artificial intelligence 

approaches – artificial neural network and genetic algorithm has been used (Girish Kanta & Kuldip Singh 

Sangwan, 2015) for optimization of a machining parameters to minimize the surface roughness. A number 

of experiments have been carried out to check the capability of the model for prediction and optimization of 

surface roughness. The experimental findings shoes that the presents tools has been effectively used for the 

analysis of the machining process. An artificial neural network (ANN) based model has been formulated 

(Mangesh R. Phate & Dr. V.H.Tatwawadi, 2012-2014) for material removal rate (MRR) in the turning of 

ferrous and nonferrous material in a Indian small scale industry. Artificial neural network (ANN) model was 

developed for prediction of the responses during the turning of ferrous and nonferrous materials. The input 

parameters of this model were operator, work piece, cutting process, cutting tool, machine and the 

environment. The ANN model consists of a three layered feed forward back propagation neural network. 

The network was trained with pairs of independent/dependent datasets generated when machining ferrous 

and nonferrous material. A very good performance of the neural network, in terms of contract with 

experimental data, was achieved. The model may be used for the testing and forecast of the complex 

relationship between dependent and the independent parameters in turning operations.Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) has been used (Meenu Gupta & Surinder Kumar, 2015) to investigate the 

machinability of unidirectional glass fibre reinforced plastics (UD-GFRP) composite in turning process. 

Taguchi L18 orthogonal array was used for experimental design. The tool nose radius, tool rake angle, feed 

rate, cutting speed, cutting environment (dry, wet and cooled) and depth of cut were considered as an 

influencing parameters to investigate the effect on output responses. Surface roughness and material 

removal rate model has been formulated by using principal component analysis. From the experimental 

results, it was cleared that the surface roughness increases as feed rate increases. It was found that feed rate 

was more significant factor followed by depth of cut and cutting speed. The ANN tool has been effectively 

used (M. V. R. D. Prasad et.al., 2015) to find out the best set of input parameters which minimize the 

surface roughness. The parameters like cutting speed, feed and depth of cut were considered as a input 

parameters for the investigation. Taguchi’s design of experiments approach was used for conducting the 

experimentation. The work piece material used for the investigation was Inconel 718. The cutting tool used 

for the machining was Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN10) tool insert. The experimental finding shows that the 

surface roughness increases with increase in the feed rate and increase in cutting speed reduces the surface 

roughness. The predicted values obtained from ANN were very close to those the experimental values. The 

result of the prediction was favourable with 2.78% average percentage of error, that means neural network 

was capable to predict the surface roughness up to 97.22% accurate.Response Surface method was used 

(Nexhat et.al., 2015)   to determine the correlation between a criterion variable and a combination of 

prediction variables. The machining parameters such as feed rate, tool geometry, nose radius, and 

machining time were considered for the investigation of surface produced in dry turning process. A three 

level factorial design has been used for the experimentation. Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) and 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been used (Rajendra Singh et.al., 2014)  to optimize the surface 
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roughness of 316L stainless steel pipe by using CNC lathe. The ANN model indicates that the feed rate 

cutting speed, feed rate,axial depth and radial depth were considered as an influencing parameters which 

affects the surface roughness.  The ANN model indicates that the feed rate was the most significant factor 

affecting surface roughness. The result from this research is helpful to be implemented in both 

time-consuming and painstaking works in industry to reduce time and cost. Model has been developed 

(Varaprasad.Bh et.al., 2015) to predict tool flank wear of hard turned AISI D3 hardened steel using 

Response Surface Methodology (RSM). The combined effects of parameters such as cutting speed, feed rate 

and depth of cut were investigated using contour plots and surface plots. RSM based Central Composite 

Design (CCD) was applied as an experimental design. The satisfactoriness of the developed models was 

checked using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Main and interaction plots were drawn to study the effect of 

process parameters on output responses. 

2. Material & Method 

In traditional dry turning (DT), there are numerous factors affecting the power consumption such as 

machine operator data, tool parameters, work piece parameters, cutting process parameters, machine 

specifications and the environmental parameters. Machine operator consists of operator anthropometric 

data, experience, parameters, skill etc. Tool parameters consist of tool material, nose radius, tool vibration, 

tool geometry, etc., while work-piece parameters comprise material, hardness, raw dimension and finish 

dimension. Machine specifications consist of machine dimensions, motor HP and age of the machine.  

Furthermore, cutting conditions include spindle revolution, speed, feed, and depth of cut, cutting and 

tangential force. Since the dry turning process contains many parameters hence it is very complicated to 

select the proper cutting conditions and other parameters for achieving the maximum power consumption. 

Field data base approach [H. Schenck Jr. (1951)] was used to find out the strengths and weaknesses of the 

exisisting system or process. The list of various parameters affects the DT are as shown in table 1. The 

variables under investigation are correlated by the following equation 1. [Tatwawadi et.al (2010) & Phate 

et.al (2012 - 2015)].     

 

),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,( LUXVFDTHUMTMVBFTFCDfVCDRLREXANfPC     (1)  

 

General form can be defined as  

 

0),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,( PCLUXVFDTHUMTMVBFTFCDfVCDRLREXANf       (2) 

 

Total number of variables = 17; All these variables can be expressed in terms of three primary 

dimensions i.e. mass (M), Length (L) and Time (T). According to Bucking ham’s theorem [H. Schenck Jr. 

(1951)-Chapter 4]; One should get = 17 – 03 = 14 dimensionless terms. These pi terms will be correlated 

by eqn. 3. 

 

0),,,,,,,,,,,,( 141313121110987,65,4321 f          (3) 

 

Choosing D, VC and FC as repeating variables 

                       ANFCVCD cba1                                (4) 

 

)()()( 0002111000 TLMTLMLTLTLM cba                  (5) 
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cForM 0:  

cbaForL 0:  

 

cbForT 20:   

 

,0a ,0b ,0c
AN1  

 

Similarly for other pi terms are evaluated and dimensionless terms are formed as shown in Table 2. 

General equation for the power consumption is given by equation (6) 

 

)*/*

,/,,,,/,/,/,/,/,/*,/*,(*/

23

2

FCVCDLUX

VCVFDTHUMTMDVBFCFTDfDDRDLRFCDDVCEXANfFCVCPC 
(6) 

 

Table 1. The List of Process Variables under Investigations. 

S.N Descriptions  Symbol Nature Dimensions  

1 Operator Anthropometric  ratio AN Independent  M0 L0 T0 

2 Experience  EX Independent  M0 L0 T1 

3 
Shear  stress of the work piece 
material 

τ Independent  M1 L-1 T-2 

4 Length of the raw work piece  LR Independent  M0 L1 T0 

5 Diameter of the raw work piece  DR Independent  M0 L1 T0 

6 Cutting Speed  VC Independent  M0 L1 T-1 

7 Feed  f  Independent  M0 L1 T0 

8 Depth of cut  D   Independent  M0 L1 T0 

9 Cutting force  FC Independent  M1 L1 T-2 

10 Tangential Force. FT Independent  M1 L1 T-2 

11 Machine Vibration  VB Independent  M0 L1 T0 

12 Cutting Tool Temperature TM Independent M0 L0 T0 

13 Atmospheric Humidity  HUM Independent  M0 L0 T0 

14 Atmospheric Temperature  DT Independent  M0 L0 T0 

15 Air Flow VF Independent  M0 L1T-1 

16 Light Intensity LUX Independent  M1 L0 T-4 

17 Power   consumption  PC Dependent  M1 L2 T-2 

 
The experiments were conducted on five different specification lathe machine  with a  Various  speed 

range En1A, En8 and S.S.304 were consider as a ferrous material and Brass and Aluminum were considered 

as a nonferrous work piece. The chemical compositions of the work piece are given in Tables 3 and 4 

respectively. The power consumption is measured by using clamp meter. The clamp meter gives readings in 

terms of voltage and the current for three phase connection. The power consumption was measured by 

using following equation (7).                               

 

            1000/cos3 VImptionPowerConsu                          (7) 

 
where ,  I  is the current in ampere ,V is the voltage and cosϕ is the power factor which is the direct 

method for estimation the energy consumption by the machine tool during all the stages of the machining. 
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The chemical composition of the various ferrous and nonferrous materials under investigation is as shown 

in the following table 3 and table 4.The dimensions of the required standard work piece component and the 

experimental set up are as shown in figure 1and 2 respectively.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Dimensions of Finished Components. 

                                                                                                                         

 
 

Fig. 2. Experimental Set up for CDT Process. 

 

Table 2 . The List of Basic Dimensionless (Pi) Terms. 

S.N Number  Ratio Nature 

1 Π1 AN Operator Anthropometric  ratio 
2 Π2 EX*VC/D Experience  

3 Π3 τ *D2/FC Shear  stress of the work piece 
material 

4 Π4 LR/D Length of the raw workpiece  

5 Π5 DR/D Diameter of the raw workpiece  

6 Π6 f/D Feed 

7 Π7 FT/FC Tangential Force. 

8 Π8 VB/D Machine Vibration  

9 Π9 TM Cutting Tool Temperature 

10 Π10 HUM Atmospheric Humidity  

11 Π11 DT Atmospheric Temperature  

12 Π12 VF/VC Air Flow 

13 Π13 (LUX*D3/VC2*FC Light Intensity 

14 ΠD1 PC/FC*VC Power Consumption  
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Table 3. Chemical Composition of Ferrous Material Under Investigation. 

S.N Material  C% Si% Mn % S % P % Ni % Cr % Fe % 

1 EN8 0.4  0.25 0.8 0.015 0.015 - - Remaining 
2 EN1A 0.15 0.1 1.2 0.3 0.7 - - Remaining 
3 S.S.304 0.08 0.03 2  ...0 0.045 10.5 20 Remaining 

 
Table 4. Chemical Composition of Non-Ferrous Material Under Investigation. 

S.N Material  C% Si% Mn % S % P % Ni % Cr % Fe % 

1 Brass 0.63 3.5 0.4 - - 34 - Max 0.1 
2 Aluminum 

6063 
0.1 0.9 - 

0.1 
0.2 0.1 97.5 0.35 

 

3. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Model Formulation  

Artificial neural networks (ANN) can replicate numerous functions of human behavior, which are formed 

by a predetermined number of layers with altered computing elements called neurons. In order to build a 

network, the neurons are interrelated. The crowd of connections determines the form and objectives of the 

ANN. The processing capacity of the network is stored in the inter unit connection strengths, or weights, 

which are tuned in the learning process. The training algorithm is defined as a procedure that consists of 

adjusting the weights and biases of a network that minimize selected function of the error between the 

actual and desired output. Neural network models provide an alternative approach to analyze the data. An 

easy process element of the ANN is shown in Fig. 3. The network has three layers; the input, hidden, and 

output layers. The input and output layers are defined as nodes and the hidden layer provides a relation 

between the input and output layers. Initially, the weights of the nodes are random and the network has not 

any knowledge. For a given input pattern, the network produces an associated output pattern. The various 

input and output parameters are as shown in Fig. 4.  

 
 

Fig. 3. Basic of ANN Methodology. 

 

ANN modelling and prediction of various responses has been increase in the various research 

applications. The various input/ output are as shown in figure 4. The  various input parameters of ANN 

model are  anthropometric data, operator experience, work piece stress, turning work piece length and 

diameters, cutting speed, feed and depth of cut, cutting force, tangential force, machine vibration, tool- work 

piece interface temperature, humidity, atmospheric temperature, light illumination and the air flow. The 
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output parameter is power consumption. The various steps used in the formulation of ANN based model to 

correlate the various input and output are as follows:  

3.1. Pre-processing of the Data (Scaling) 

The performance capability of the neural network is essentially dependent on the pre-processing of the  

actual data set .With any experimentation the numbers of inputs are set and corresponding output values 

are recorded in the present context there are four/six/thirteen such inputs and five outputs. Say inputs are 

X1, X2, ----------- X13 and output is y. If numbers of experiments are carried out then realized values of 

variables X1 exhibit the range X1min to X1max. Such minimum and maximum occurs for all the variables. The 

real values are non process able on the NN primarily because every value on NN must be between ‘.’ and 

‘1’.The process of converting real values to range ‘.’ to ‘1’ is called as scaling. For example in an experiment 

number of 50 values of X1  say 30. If all the experiments are considered then the minimum value of X1 is 16 

and maximum value of X1  is  62. The scaled value of X1 for the experiment number 50 is given by equation 

(8) 

 

]/[])50([)50( min1max1min111 XXXXX s   

304348.0]1662/[]1630[)50(1 sX                                   (8) 

 

This method guarantees the values between zero and one after scaling. This process is carried out for all 

the input and output variables for all the experiments. NN produces scaled output only. For its real time 

interpretation de-scaling (reverse process of scaling) should be applied at the time of interpretation. For 

example Ycs50 is the scaled output value for experimentation number 50. If it is to be compared with Ye50 (i.e. 

experimental output to the experiment number 50) then Ycs50 must be computed as follows (Equation 9): 

 

]])[50()50( minminmax YYYYY cscd   

 )50()50( cde YYError                               (9) 

 

This error is with real output. Since NN is capable of handling the values between zero and one only, the 

real data quite often may be beyond this range. It is for this reason the entire set of input and output for 

each experiment must be scaled before loading the neural network.  

3.2. Training, Testing and Simulation of the Data 

Del value computation: Del value is the difference between computed and actual. For the last layer, both 

values are available, hence del (4) (0) = (ya – yc) .This del value (difference) is the combined effect of all the 

values cell (4,0) is receiving. There are three cells in layer 3, hence there are three inputs for final layer. This 

del value should be distributed into three parts and weight and threshold should be adjusted so that yc will 

improve in the direct of ya.refer equation 10. 

 

)1,3()0,4,2()1,3()0,4,1()0,3()0,4,0()0,4( PvWPvWPvWS   

 Se
Pv




1

1
)0,4(                                                       (10) 

 

Weight correction:  The weight should be corrected as equation 11; 

 

TDelValueteLearningRawW **)(                         (11) 
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Where T is the Pv of the cell 

 While applying this correction there can be a sudden change in the weight which may be undesirable. 

In order to stabilize the value of weights, not only the correct value of the weight should be considered but 

also the weight on earlier iteration should be honored. Say w(0) is the correct weight, w(1) is the weight 

(Refer equation 12) of earlier iteration, w(2) is the weight before two iteration, w(3) is the weight before 

three iterations. Weighted average of these four values is recommended for stability criterion.   

 
Fig. 4. Schematic Model Of Artificial Neural Network For Prediction Of Power Consumption For Dry Turning. 

 

Say new w = Weighted average x correction 

where; Weighted average = [w (0) +0.75w (1) +0.35xw (2) +0.13x w (3)]/2.2 

The coefficients used here are not very rigid and may be altered judiciously. Such changes should be done 

to award more importance to latest values. 

 

PvDelValueteLearningRaCorrectionNewW **)(  

  PvDelValueteLearningRawwwwW **2.2/)]3(13.0)2(35.0)1(75.0)0([      (12) 

 

Threshold correction: 

Threshold is corrected by difference value i.e.  

 

DelValuetelearningraldOldThresholdNewThresho *  

 

Computation of Del value of hidden layer (refer equation 13)  

 

CFPvPvDel *)0,4(*)0,4()0,3(                     (13) 

 

Where CF (refer equation 14) is the correction factor, which considers output from this cell (3,0) as 

deficient. In this case there is only one correction from (3,0) to (4,0) , Thus  

 

 ),(* CellLayerDelwCF  

 

)0,4(*)0,4,0( DelWCF                              (14) 
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Learning rate: It has the value between 0 and 1. Very small values of learning rate will cause smaller 

correction on weight and threshold. Large value of learning rate implies oscillating values of weight and 

thresholds. These extreme situations are not desirable. A steady improvement on weight and threshold 

without any oscillation is ideal. The optimal value of learning rate has direct dependence on intricacies of 

relationship between input and output. A judicious method is to try different values of learning rate. 

Present work is tried with 0.1, 0.2,-------------, 0.9 for 1000 iterations and it has understood that error after 

1000 iterations are lowest between learning rate 0.2 to 0.3. Further search between these two limits helped 

to decide learning rate precisely.  

The results of such as a stabilized network are stored in the form of output file. This output file indicates 

weights for each connection and threshold for each cell. If some new inputs are now available then the value 

of Y (dependent variable) can now be computed in single iteration. In this manner the model acts as a 

predictive network and can decide output values for variety of inputs.   

3.3. 13-10-1 ANN Network Construction 

ANN is one of the most efficient and accurate modelling techniques. ANN is used for modelling complex 

relationships which are difficult to describe with physical models. ANN has been broadly applied in 

modelling many metal-cutting operations such as turning, milling, and drilling. However, this work was 

inspired by the model formulation to develop the relation between dependent and the independent 

parameters. The parameters such as number of data, number of hidden layers, learning rate,  and 

processing function used affect the accuracy and the reliability of the ANN model. It is seen that both  the 

processing functions, logsig and tansig, produce almost the same performance in different problems. The 

tansig processing function and single hidden layer have been used. A trial and error scheme has been used 

to determine the appropriate number of hidden neurons. The number of hidden neurons was determined 

as ten neurons. Since the input parameters were in different ranges, this parameters were normalized 

within specific ranges in order to prevent the simulated neurons from being driven too far into saturation. 

The maximum number learning rate values for each run were selected as 0.9. 

The field data based modelling has been achieved based on observed data for the thirteen dependent pi 

terms. Simulation consists of three layers. First layer is known as input layer. No. of neurons in input layer is 

equal to the no. of independent variables. Second layer is known as hidden layer. It consists of ten number 

of neurons. The third layer is output layer. It contains one neuron as one of dependent variables at a time. 

Multilayer feed forward topology is decided for the network.13-10-1 topology is used for the ANN network. 

The error during the learning called as mean squared error (MSE) is calculated as by equation (15). 

        

i

oi ttNRMSE 2)(/1                           (15) 

where ti  is the targeted value and to is the output value. N is the number of experiments. The weights 

between hidden layer and output layer are adjusted and are again calculated using the chain rule of 

differentiation by equation (16). 

      )()()1()( nynnwnw ijjiji              (16) 

where 

 η =  The learning rate parameter and  

 α  = The momentum coefficient 

3.4. Formulation of a Model for the ANN network Obtain 

The ANN model in terms of weights and thresholds related to the turning of ferrous and nonferrous is 

given by equation 17. 
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where   
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where   
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where   

 

53392305.0*21258278.0114523609.0*59300805.0*956621044.1

*428549901.0*175587658.2*733933636.0*0193888.1*714626317.0

*4183627.1*92666531.1*72580031.0*24168363.0)91(

13,012,011,010,0

9,08,07,06,05,0

4,03,02,01,0







XXXX

XXXXX

XXXXCelllayerSum

)1/()1(1 )02(*1)02(*1 CelllayersumCelllayersum eeD    

where  

401842058.0*63981783.0

*304631653.1*896350576.0*771485314.0*079437041.1*05164677.1

*69805729.0*450303181.0*17628302.1*511979993.0)02(

10,1

9,18,17,16,15,1

4,13,12,11,1







X

XXXXX

XXXXCelllayerSum

 

                                                                         (17) 

 

Similarly, using the same logic the models are formulated for the ferrous material data and nonferrous 

materials data separately. The sample observations are as shown in appendices. 

3.5. Post Processing of the Result ( De-Scaling ) 

Scaled value is further translated to its physical values by reverse scaling calculation. In this way once the 

network has gone through the learning process, it is capable of predicting output parameters. The complex 

relationship in manipulation of the output is not truly known, but the numerical results are obtainable. Moreover, 

these results are least affected by discrepant error. The adjustable neural network was tailored for three different 

situations earlier model using Buckingham’s pi theorem. The comparison between experimental and ANN 

response is as shown in Fig. 5 - 7. 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison between actual and ANN Output for Ferrous and Nonferrous Material. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison between actual and ANN Output for Ferrous Material. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison between actual and ANN Output for Nonferrous Material. 

 

4. Results & Discussion 

Multilayer feed- forward back propagation artificial neural network was applied to model and predict the 

power consumption in the convectional dry turning operations. The experimental data were utilized to 

build the ANN model. The back-propagation training algorithms, Levenberg–Marquardt (LM), were used for 

ANNs training. The best the results were obtained with this algorithm compared to other training 

algorithms. One ANN structure 13-10-1, was tested. This means 1 node output layer, 10 node hidden layers, 

and 13 node input layer for input variables. The neural networks software was coded using the visual basic. 

The learning parameters of the proposed ANN structure are presented in Table 5.The Correlation, root 

mean square error and the reliability of the model are as shown in table 6.  

 

]])[50()50( minminmax YYYYY cscd   

  )50()50( cde YYError                          (18) 

 

This error (Eqn 18) is with real output. Since NN is capable of handling the values between zero and one 

only, the real data quite often may be beyond this range. It is for this reason the entire set of input and 

output for each experiment must be scaled before loading the neural network.  
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Table 5. The training parameters used for 13-10-1 ANN Network. 

S.N Training Parameters 

1 The Number of layers 3 
2 The Number of Neurons on the layers Input-13, Hidden -10 and 

Output-1 
3 The initial weights  Between 0- 1 

4 Activation function  Sigmoid  

5 Learning rate 0.01 

6 Momentum constant  0.95 

7 Normalization of data 0.1-0.9 

8 Number of iterations 20,000 

 
Table 6. The training parameters used for 13-10-1 ANN Network. 

S.N Material  Parameters  Values  

1 Ferrous & Nonferrous  Correlation coefficient  0.971508466 

2 Ferrous & Nonferrous  Root Mean square Error 0.0233658445 

3 Ferrous & Nonferrous  Reliability in % 98.9875534861 

4 Ferrous  Correlation coefficient  0.95513400265 

5 Ferrous Root Mean square Error 0.00117758138 

6 Ferrous  Reliability in % 99.089324752 

7 Nonferrous Correlation coefficient  0.9709900886 

8 Nonferrous Root Mean square Error 0.006654671 

9 Nonferrous Reliability in % 99.587375914 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, artificial neural network approach was used to predict the power consumption in the dry 

turning of ferrous and nonferrous materials in Indian scenario. The parameters such as operator, work 

piece, cutting process parameters and environmental parameters were measured by means of random plan 

of experimental design and the Indian seasonal condition. The data obtained were used to develop the 

approximate generalized power consumption models. The anthropometric ratio, shear stress, machine 

vibration, tool work piece interface temperature and light illumination are the dominant factor affecting the 

power consumption while tangential force, humidity, atmospheric and the air flow are least affecting 

parameters. The back-propagation NN training algorithms was used for ANNs training. The best result 

having the minimum error was obtained by ANN with 13-10-1 ANN network. The developed models were 

evaluated for their prediction capability with actual power consumption values. The predicted values were 

found to be close to the actual power consumption values. The developed models can be used effectively to 

predict the power consumption in the convectional step turning process. The overall correlation coefficient 

for training data, testing and prediction data shows the formation of best fit model. The advantages of the 

ANN compared to other methods are simplicity, speed, and capacity of learning, the ANN is a powerful tool 

in predicting the power consumption. 
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Appendix 

Sample Observations 

Exp No Actual ANN Exp No Actual ANN 

1 0.224905461 0.123026877 311 0.009549926 0.023988329 

2 0.118576875 0.108893009 312 0.027542287 0.033884416 

3 0.039810717 0.063095734 313 0.040738028 0.034673685 

4 0.030902954 0.048977882 314 0.118032064 0.158489319 

5 0.058884366 0.057543994 315 0.091201084 0.11994993 

6 0.045708819 0.045708819 316 0.074131024 0.066069345 

7 0.039810717 0.056234133 317 0.057543994 0.054954087 

8 0.058884366 0.070794578 318 0.064565423 0.050118723 

9 0.057543994 0.109144034 319 0.047863009 0.051286138 

10 0.037153523 0.038904514 320 0.044668359 0.039810717 

11 0.058884366 0.074131024 321 0.033884416 0.030902954 

12 0.112719746 0.111173173 322 0.027542287 0.029512092 

13 0.025118864 0.033884416 323 0.028183829 0.028840315 

14 0.021379621 0.026915348 324 0.024547089 0.026915348 

15 0.016218101 0.019952623 325 0.028840315 0.027542287 

16 0.013182567 0.022387211 326 0.029512092 0.063095734 

17 0.010964782 0.018197009 327 0.041686938 0.048977882 

18 0.009549926 0.015848932 328 0.033113112 0.039810717 

19 0.0616595 0.050118723 329 0.021877616 0.025703958 

20 0.031622777 0.045708819 330 0.018620871 0.023442288 

21 0.043651583 0.060255959 331 0.089125094 0.051286138 

22 0.036307805 0.033884416 332 0.063095734 0.033884416 

23 0.036307805 0.034673685 333 0.050118723 0.033884416 

24 0.019952623 0.030199517 334 0.033113112 0.021379621 

25 0.058884366 0.045708819 335 0.018620871 0.019952623 

26 0.261818301 0.136458314 336 0.058884366 0.058884366 

27 0.196788629 0.111943788 337 0.041686938 0.043651583 

28 0.069183097 0.075857758 338 0.021877616 0.025703958 

29 0.0616595 0.057543994 339 0.018620871 0.021379621 

30 0.041686938 0.031622777 340 0.036307805 0.018620871 

31 0.028183829 0.023442288 341 0.020892961 0.017782794 

32 0.039810717 0.025703958 342 0.025118864 0.018197009 

33 0.022387211 0.035481339 343 0.011748976 0.017782794 

34 0.03801894 0.02630268 344 0.028183829 0.019054607 

35 0.028183829 0.024547089 345 0.028840315 0.019498446 

36 0.225423921 0.116144861 346 0.029512092 0.024547089 
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